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ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION BASED ON 
ALEXANDER TEMPLATES 
TADASHI KANAMORI 
D Recently, several bottom-up query evaluation methods for logic databases, 
e.g., magic set, Alexander method, Magic Templates, etc., have been 
developed. Given a logic program and a top-level query, Alexander Tem- 
plates (AT) by Seki first transforms the program and query and then 
evaluates the transformed program and query in the bottom-up manner. 
This query-evaluation method has been proved to be as powerful as the 
top-down evaluation methods with memo-ization, e.g., OLDT resolution, 
SLD-AL resolution, Extension Tables, etc. On the other hand, several 
unified frameworks for abstract interpretation based on those top-down 
methods with memo-ization have been developed as well. Given a logic 
program and a top-level query, this approach analyzes various run-time 
properties by approximately executing the query in some abstract domain 
using the top-down evaluation with memo-ization. Utilizing the correspon- 
dence between AT and OLDT resolution, this paper presents a framework 
for abstract interpretation based on AT, and, in particular, it shows the 
relation to Mellish’s abstract interpretation. a 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, several bottom-up query-evaluation methods for logic databases, e.g., 
magic set [ll, Alexander method [191, Magic Templates [181, etc., have been 
developed. Given a logic program and a top-level query, Alexander Templates (AT) 
by Seki 1201 first transforms the program and query and then evaluates the 
transformed program and query in the bottom-up manner. This query-evaluation 
method has been proved to be as powerful as the top-down evaluation methods 
with memo-ization, e.g., OLDT resolution [21], SLD-AL resolution [22], Extension 
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Tables [7], etc. On the other hand, several unified frameworks for abstract 
interpretation [4] based on those top-down methods with memo-ization have been 
developed as well. Given a logic program and a top-level query, this approach 
analyzes various run-time properties by approximately executing the query in some 
abstract domain using the top-down execution with memo-ization. This paper 
presents a framework for abstract interpretation based on Alexander Templates 
utilizing the correspondence between AT and OLDT resolution, and, in particular, 
it shows the relation to Mellish’s abstract interpretation. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces Alexander 
Templates by Seki, and Section 3 shows the framework for abstract interpretation 
based on it by using a mode inference problem as one of its examples. (Extracting a 
general framework and instantiating it to other abstract domains is immediate.) 
Section 4 points out the relation to Mellish’s abstract interpretation and discusses 
the correspondence between the two frameworks for abstract interpretation, one 
based on AT and the other based on OLDT resolution. 
2. ALEXANDER TEMPLATES 
This section introduces a modified version of Alexander Templates by Seki [20], 
starting with its naive version in Section 2.1 and shifting to its refined version in 
Section 2.2. In the following, a program is a finite set of definite clauses, and a 
query is an expression of the form “?-B,” where B is an atom. 
2.1. Naive Alexander Templates 
2.1.1. Outline of Naive Alexander Templates. The naive version “ATO” receives a 
program P and a query Q and returns a set of atoms. In “ATO,” a subpr_ocedure 
“trunsf~nno” is first applied to P and Q to obtain a pair of-a prog_ram P and an 
atom Q, and then a subprocedure “evaluate0” is applied to P and Q to obtain the 
result. The subprocedures “transform0” and “evaluateO” are explained in the 
following subsections. 
Example 2.1. Let P be a program as below: 
reach (X, Y) :-reach(X,Z), edge(Z,Y) . 
reach (X, Xl . 
edge (a, b) . 
edge (a, c) . 
edge (b,a) . 
edge (b, d) . 
The first clause of “reach” says that node Y is reachable from node X if node Z is 
reachable from X and there is an edge from Z to Y, while the second clause says 
that any node is reachable from itself. The unit clauses of “edge” give the edges of 
the directed graph of Figure 1. (This program is a typical left recursive program.1 
Let Q be a query “?-reach(a,Z,).” Then, the execution of “reach(a,Z,)” imme- 
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FIGURE 1. Graph reachability problem. 
diately calls “reach(a,Z,)” recursively at the leftmost position in the body of the 
first clause to repeat the execution of the goal of the same form. 
This program and query were used by Tamaki and Sato to explain their OLDT 
resolution in [21]. We use them throughout Section 2 to explain Alexander 
Templates. 
In the following, we assume that each clause in P is assigned a unique natural 
number, called the clause number. For example, the six clauses in program P above 
are assigned clause numbers 1,2,3,4,5,6, respectively. 
2.1.2. Naive Transfomzation of Program and Query. A given pair (P, Q) is first 
transformed to another pair <t,Q>, where the predicate symbols appearing in 
(P, Q> and those appearing in (P, Q) are disjoint. For each predicate “p” in (P, Q>, 
we prepare the following two types of predicates: 
l predicate “call_p” with the same arity as “p,” 
l predicate “sol_p” with the same arity as “p.” 
The predicates with prehx “cull_” are called call-predicates, while those with prefix 
“sol_” are called sol-predicates. Similarly, the atoms with call-predicates are called 
cull-atoms, while those with sol-predicates are called sol-atoms. When an atom A is 
of the form p(tl, t2,..., t,), we denote call_p(t,, t,, . . ., t,) by call-A, and 
sol-p&, t,,. . ., t,,) by sol-A. 
Let C be a clause in P, say of the form 
A,:-A,,A, ,..., A,. 
The top-down execution using this clause proceeds as follows. 
l If an atom unifiable with the head 
under the m.g.u. is called. 
atom is called, then the first body atom 
l If an atom unifiable with the head atom is called, and the first body atom 
under the m.g.u. is solved with some answer substitution, then the second 
body atom under the composed substitution is called. 
l If an atom unifiable with the head atom is called, and all the body atoms are 
solved with some answer substitution, then the first atom is solved with the 
composed substitution. 
If we simulate the behavior of the top-down execution by the bottom-up reading of 
new definite clauses, the new definite clauses corresponding to the behavior above 
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are as below: 
call-4 I :- call-A,. 
call-4 2 :- call-A 0, sol-A,. 
calLA, :- call-A,,sol-A, ,..., sol_A,_l. 
sol-A,:-call-A,,sol_A,,...,sol_A,_,sol_A,. 
Taking this correspondence into account, the subprocedure “transfonn0” is as 
below: 
Algorithm 2.1. (I’transfonnO’% 
Input: a program P and a query Q. 
Output: a pair of a program and an atom (p, Q>. 
Procedure: Let Q bepf the form “?-B.” 
Step 0: Initialize P to 0. 
Step 1: For each clause in P, say of the form 
“A,:-A,,A,,...,A,” (mlO), 
add the following m + 1 clauses to P. 
call-A 1 :- call-A 0. 
call-A 2 :- call-A,, sol-A 1. 
call-4 m :- call-A,, sol-A,, soLA,, . . . , sol-A, _ , . 
sol-A,:-call-A,,sol_A,,sol_A,,...,sol_A,_,sol_A,. 
Step 2: Let 0 be “call_B.” 
Step 3: Return <P’, Q>. 
Example 2.2. Let P and Q be as before. Then, “transfonn0” applied to (P, Q) 
returns the pair of the program and atom below: 
P: call_reach(X,Z) :-call_reach(X,Y) . 
call_edge(Z,Y):-call_reach(X,Y), sol_reach(X,Z). 
sol_reach(X,Z) :- 
call_reach(X,Z) , sol_reach(X,Z), sol_edge(Z,Y) . 
sol_reach(X,X):-call_reach(X,X) . 
sol_edge(a,b) :-call_edge(a,b) . 
sol_edge(a,c) :-call_edge(a,c) . 
sol_edge(b,a) :-call_edge(b,a). 
sol_edge(b,d) :-call_edge(b,d) . 
0: call_reach(a,Z) . 
2,1.3. Naive Evaluation of the Transformed Program and Query. Letc be a clause in 
P, and I’ be a set of atoms. Then, atom B8 is said to be generated from T using C 
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when 
l B is the head atom of C and 
l there exists a sequence of atoms in r unifiable with the sequence of the 
body atoms of c’, and 8 is an m.g.u. 
Then, the subprocedure “eualuate0” is as below. (Hereafter, we do not make a 
distinction between a set of atoms and a set consisting of their variant atoms. In 
addition, we assume that, when a sequence of body atoms of a definite clause is 
unified with a sequence of atoms in a given set of atoms, the sequence of atoms in 
the set are renamed to their fresh variants so that these atoms are standardized 
apart from each other and from the body atoms.) 
Algorithm 2.2. (“ev@uateO’% 
Input: a program P and an atom Q. 
Output: a set of atoms. 
Procedure: Let Q be of the form “call_B.” 
Step 0: Initialize r to r,, where r,, is {cuZl_B}. 
Step 1: Update r to r; u r,,, where r’ is the set of all the atoms generated from 
r using some clause in P. Repeat this step until r does not increase. 
Step 2: Return the set of all the atoms B’ such that sol-B’ is in r and B’ is an 
instance of B. 
Example 2.3. Let P’ and Q be as before. When “evaluate0” is applied to (P, Ql, 
first, r is initialized by atom 
caZLreuch( a, 2) 
at Step 0. Then, the following atoms are generated at Step 1: 
1st Repetition: sol_reach(a, a). 
2nd Repetition: culf_edge(a, Y 1. 
3rd Repetition: sol_edge(a, b), sol-edge&, c). 
4th Repetition: sol_reuch(a, b), sol_reuch(a, c). 
5th Repetition: caZl_edge(b, Y ), call_edge(c, Y 1. 
6th Repetition: sol_edge(b, a), sol-edge@, d). 
7th Repetition: sol_reach(a, d). 
Last, atoms reach(a, a), reach(a, b), reach(a, c), reach(a, d) are returned at Step 2. 
2.2. Refined Alexander Templates 
2.2.1. Outline of Refined Alexander Templates. The refined version”AT1” is the 
same as the naive version “ATQ” except that “transformI” and “evaluateI” are 
used instead of “transform0” and “evaluate0.” 
2.2.2. Refined Transformation of Z’rogram and Query. Let C be a clause in P, say 
with clause number n, of the form 
A,:-A,,A, ,..., A,,, 
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and 6,,6 1,. . . , C;, be the corresponding clauses in P’ of the form 
call-A, :- calLA,. 
call-A2 :- call-A,, ~01-4,. 
call-A m :- call-A,, sol-A,, . . . , sol-A, _ , . 
SOLA, :- call_A,,solA, ,..., sol_A,_,,sol-A,. 
Then, for two atom sequences 
call_A,,sol4, ,..., solJi_,, 
call-A,, sol_A1,. . . , sol-A_ 1,. . . , solJj_, 
in the body of the clauses in p, the same combination as for the first sequence 
must be checked for the second sequence over again in the “evaluation” phase 
(i <j). To save the information about the same combination, we need to specify 
l the sequence “callAo, sol-A,, . . . , sol-A,_ 1,” and 
l the binding of the variables when the sequence “call-A,, sol-A,, . . . , 
solA,_ *,” is unified with a sequence of atoms in I. 
To specify the sequence, we need the location of atom Ai in the clause C. To 
specify the binding of the variables, we need the list of all the variables in 
“call_A,,, sol-A,, . . . , sol_A,_ 1,” or, more precisely, the list of the variables neces- 
sary for another such sequence. 
To store the information, we employ a binary predicate “cant” as follows: 
l Its first argument is the list with two elements [n, i] to denote the location of 
the occurrence of atom Ai in the clause with clause number n. (For 
example, the location of reach(X, 2) in the first clause in the program before 
is denoted by “[l, 11.“) 
l Its second argument is the list of variables l,,i to denote all the variables that 
occur among both “AO, A,, . . . , Ai_ 1” and “Ai, Ai+ 1,. . . , A,,,, A,,” simultane- 
ously in the clause with clause number IZ. (The variables in the list are 
assumed to be ordered according to the order of textual appearance in the 
clause.) 
Atoms with predicate “cant” are called cant-atoms. (The predicate “cant” is used 
in [20] to stand for “continuation.“) 
The subprocedure “transfoml” is as follows, where a clause with two head 
atoms 
A,,Ab:-A,,A, ,..., A, 
is just a convention for writing two clauses 
Ao:-Al, A, ,..., A,, 
A;:-A,,A, ,..., A,. 
Algorithm 2.3. (“transform1 ‘3. 
Input: a program P and a query Q. 
Output: a pair of a program and an atom <P’, Q>. 
Procedure: Let Q be of the form “?-B.” 
Step 0: Initialize P’ to 0. 
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Step 1: For each unit clause in P, say of the form “A,,” add the following clause 
to p’: 
s01-4, :- caL4 0. 
For each nonunit clause in P, say with clause number n of the form 
“A, :-A,, A, )...) A,” (m > O), 
add the following m + 1 clauses to F. 
cull4,,cont([n,l],I,,,):-ca114,. 
cal2_A,,cont([n,2],1,,,):-cont([n,l],I,,,),so14,. 
calZ-A,,cont([n,m],I,,,):-cont([n,m - 1],In,m_l),soL4,_,. 
SO14 O:-cont([n,m],l,,,),sol-A,. 
Step 2: Let Q bef’call_B.” 
Step 3: Return (P, 0). 
Note that each clause in P’ obtained by ‘Vrun~fOnnl” possibly has two head 
atoms, but at most two body atoms. 
Example 2.4. Let P and Q be as before. Then “transfomtl” applied to (P, Q> 
returns the pair of the program and atom below: 
p’: call_reach(X,Z),cont([l,l],[X,Yl):-call_reach~X,Y). 
call_edge(Z,Y),cont([l,2],[X,Y,ZI):- 
cont([l,ll,[X,Yl),sol_reach(X,Z). 
sol_reach(X,Y):- cont([l,2l,[X,Y,Zl),sol_edge(Z,Y). 
sol_reach(X,X) :-call_reach(X,X) . 
sol_edge(a,b) :-call_edge(a,b). 
sol_edge(a,c):-call_edge(a,c). 
sol_edge(b,a):-call_edge(b,a). 
sol_edge(b,d) :-call_edge(b,d) . 
Q: call_reach(a,Z) . 
2.2.3. Refined Evaluation of the Transfomzed Program and Query. According to the 
refinement of the transformation phase, we need to generalize the evaluation 
phase to use clauses with two head atoms. In addition, we adopt the “semi-naive” 
bottom-up evaluation. (In the following definition, A,,,, is used to keep the set of 
atoms generated just one step before.) 
Let e be a clause in P, and A and A..,, be sets of atoms. Then, atom BO is said 
to be 
. 
. 
_ .._ I. 
generatedfrom (A, A,,,,) using C when 
B is in the head of c’, and 
there exists a sequence of atoms in A unifiable with the sequence of the 
body atoms of c;, at least one of the atoms in the sequence is in Anew, and 
the substitution 8 is an m.g.u. 
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The subprocedure “evaluatel” is as follows: 
Algorithm 2.4. ("ev$uatel “9. 
Input: a program P and an atom Q. 
Output: a set of atoms. 
Procedure: Let Q be of the form “ca~_B.” 
Step 0: Initialize A and Anew to {Q}. 
Step 1: Update A to A’ u A, where A’ is the set of all the atoms generated from 
(A, A,,,) using some clause in P. Update Anew to the difference between the new 
A and the previous A. Repeat this step until A does not increase. 
Step 2: Return the set of all the atoms B’ such that sol-B’ is in A and B’ is an 
instance of B. 
Example 2.5. Let F and Q be as before. When “evuluatel” is applied to CP, Q>, 
first, A is initialized by atom 
calZ_reuch( a, Z) 
at Step 0. Then, the following atoms are generated at Step 1: 
1st Repetition: cont([l, 11, [a, Y I), sol_reach(a, a). 
2nd Repetition: call_edge(a, Y ), cont(11,21, [a, Y, al). 
3rd Repetition: sol_edge(a, b), sol_edge(a, c). 
4th Repetition: sol_reach(a, b), sol_reuch(a, c>. 
5th Repetition: call_edge(b, Y), cont([l, 21, [a, Y, bl), call_e&dc, Y), 
contUL21, [a, Y, cl). 
6th Repetition: sol_edge(b, a>, sol-edge@, d). 
7th Repetition: sol_reach(a, d). 
Last, atoms reuch(a, a), reuch(a, b), reuch(a, c), reach(a, d) are retumd at Step 2. 
2.3. Correctness of Alexander Templates 
Alexander Templates simulates how the top-down interpreter calls atoms and 
solves them by generating call-atoms and sol-atoms. It just avoids repeating the 
same computation in the top-down interpreter by utilizing atoms already gener- 
ated, so that, for any top-level query, AT generates atoms cull__A and sol-B if the 
top-down interpreter calls A and solves an atom with answer B, which is the basis 
of our abstract interpretation. 
Theorem 2.1. (Correctness of Alexander Templates). Let P be a program, Q be a query, 
and (P, Q) be the result of “transforml(P, Q).” 
(1) If an atom A o appears at the leftmost position of a goal during OLD resolution 
of Q using P, then “evaluat_el~P, Q)” generates call_Aa. If an atom call_Aa 
is generated in “evaluatel( P, Q),” then OLD resolution of Q using P generates a 
goal with leftmost atom Au ’ such that Au is an instance of Au ’ (Correctness 
for Calling Patterns). 
(2) If an atom is solved with solution Ar during OLD resolution of Q using P, then 
“evaluatel(~, Q)” generates sol_Ar. If an atom sol_Ar is generated in 
“evaluatel(P,Q),” then OLD resolution of Q using P solves an atom with 
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solution Ar ’ such that Ar is an instance of Ar ’ (Correctness for Exiting 
Patterns). 
PROOF. The first halves of Part (1) and Part (2) say that any call- and sol-atoms 
corresponding to the usual top-down execution are generated by “ATl.” The 
second halves say that any call- and sol-atoms generated by “ATl” are subsumed 
by the usual top-down execution. It is easily proved that “ATO” and “ATl” are 
equivalent w.r.t. the generated call- and sol-atoms (by induction on the number of 
steps required to generate the atoms). Hence, it suffices to prove the theorem 
obtained by replacing “ATl” with “ATO.” 
The proof of the first halves (for “ATO”) is by induction on the length of the 
usual top-down execution, and similar to that of the correctness of the mode 
inference based on AT. (The facts that any OLD refutation consists of the use of a 
clause in program followed by OLD refutations of the body atoms etc. are utilized 
for the induction.) See the Appendix for the details. 
The proof of the second halves (for “ATO”) is by induction on the number of 
steps required to generate the atoms. Due to space limitation, we will omit it. 
Note that AT might generate call- or sol-atoms which do not correspond to 
OLD resolution. For example, let P be 
P(X) :-s(a),s(X). 
cl(Y) - 
and Q be 
?-p(X). 
Then, AT generates sol-p(a), while the solutions of “?-p(X)” using OLD resolu- 
tion do not include p(a). 
Though all solutions were found in the example of Section 2.1 and 2.2, this is not 
always the case (that is, the generation at Step 1 in “evaluatel” might continue 
forever). The reason is that an infinite number of different atoms might be 
generated. (However, when this AT is applied to an abstract domain with a finite 
number of elements, it always terminates. See Section 3.3.). 
3. ABSTRACT INTERPRETATION BASED ON ALEXANDER TEMPLATES 
3.1. An Example of Mode Inference Based on AT 
3.1.1. Mode Inference Problem. Suppose that a program 
reverse([XIL],M):-reverse(L,N), append(N, [X],M). 
reverse ( [ 1 , [ I) . 
append([YINl,K,[YIMI):-append(N,K,M). 
awend([ l,K,K). 
is given and a top-level query “?-reueTse(&, M,,)” is executed with its first argu- 
ment L,, instantiated to a ground term. Then, the first argument of “reverse” 
invoked from the top-level goal is always a ground term at calling time, and the 
second argument is always a ground term at exiting time. Similarly, so are the first 
and second arguments of “append” at calling time and the third argument at 
exiting time. How can we show it mechanically? 
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3.1.2. Transformation of Program and Quey. Let us transform the given program 
and query in the same way as “Alexander Templates.” As for the program, the 
transformed program P is as below: 
call_reverse(L,N),cont([l,l],[X,L,MI):-call_reverse([XlL],M) 
call_append(N,[X],M),cont([l,2l,[X,L,M,N]):- 
cont([l,l],[X,L,M]),sol_reverse(L,N). 
sol_reverse([XILl,M):-cont([l,2l,[X,L,M,Nl),sol_(N,[Xl,M). 
sol_reverse( 1 I,[ 1) :-call_reverse( [ I,[ I). 
call_append(N,K,M),cont( [3,11, [Y,N,K,M]):- 
call_append( [YINl,K, [YIMI). 
sol_append([YIN],K, [YIM] ):- 
cont([3,1l,[Y,N,K,Ml),sol_append(N,K,M). 
sol_append([ l,K,K):-call_append([ l,K,K). 
As for the query, however, instead of each query “?-reverse(t, MY’ with its first 
argument t ground, we consider a pair of a query and a mode substitution 
?-reverse( L, M)( L eground). 
Hence, the transformed query e is as below: 
call_reverse( L, M) (L eground). 
3.1.3. Evaluation in the Domain of Nodes. Let us evaluate the transformed program 
and query in the same way as “Alexander Templates.” Then, similarly to the 
transformed query, we need to consider pairs of an atom and a mode substitution 
call-A p, 
sol-4 v ) 
COnt([n,il,l,,i)h 
to denote the mode information of the variables in the atoms call-A, sol-A, 
con&[ n, i], ln,i), where p,v,h are mode substitutions. In the following, sol-A p is 
called the corresponding mode-abstracted sol-atom of call_A~. Then, the bottom-up 
evaluation proceeds as follows: 
Before the repetition at Step 1 in “evaluatel,” A is initialized to a singleton set 
(call_reverse( L, M) ( L eground)} . 
At the 1st repetition, using the first clause in PC, new pairs 
call_reverse( L, N) (L aground) 
cont([l,l],[X,L,M])(X,Leground) 
are obtained, because, when call_reverse([XIL], M) and call_reverse(L’, M’) are 
unified under the condition that L’ be ground, X and L are ground. 
(call_reverse(L’, M’)( L’ aground) is a variant of call_reverse(L, M)( L =ground) 
in A, and used to avoid theYGiGble names conflict). 
Similarly, using the fourth clause in p, a new pair 
sol_reverse( L , M) ( L , A4 *ground) 
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is obtained, because, when call_reverse([ I,[ 1) and cull_reverse(l’, M’) are uni- 
fied under the condition that L’ be ground, and when sol_reuerse(L, M) and the 
head sol_reuerse([ I,[ I> are unified under the condition that L be ground, L and 
M are ground. (sol_reverse(L, M)( L eground) is the corresponding mode- 
abstracted sol-atom of call_reverse(L, M)( L *ground) in A, and used to re-form 
the mode-abstracted sol-atoms generated.) 
The evaluation proceeds similarly to generate the following pairs: 
2nd Repetition: call_append( N, [ Xl, M)( X, N *ground), 
cont([l,21,[X, L, M, Nl)(X, L, N -=ground). 
3rd Repetition: call_append(N, K, M)( N, K eground), 
cont([3,1l,[Y, N, K, MIKY, N, K -=ground), 
sol _append( N, [ X 1, M )( N, X, M c= ground). 
4th Repetition: sol_append(N, K, M)( N, K, M *ground). 
3.2. A Formalization of the Mode Inference Based on AT 
Let us formalize the notions used in the previous example. Because our purpose is 
the explanation of the framework for the abstract interpretation based on AT, here 
we consider the simplest mode structure to make our explanation as simple as 
possible. 
3.2.2. Mode. A mode is one of the following 3 sets of terms: 
any: the set of all terms, 
ground: the set of all ground terms, 
0: the empty set of terms. 
The instantiation ordering of modes is the ordering -C depicted in Figure 2. 
A mode substitution is an expression of the form 
(X,~m,,X,~m,,...,X,~m,>, - - - 
where m,,m2,. . ., m, are modes. Mode substitutions are denoted by CL, v, A. We -- 
assume that a mode substitution assigns any, the minimum element w.r.t. the 
instantiation ordering, to variable X when7 is not in the domain of the mode 
substitution explicitly. Hence, the empty mode substitution ( > assigns any to every 
variable. 
The joined mode substitution of two mode substitutions p and v, denoted by 
p v v, is the substitution such that (p v vXX> is the least upper bound of p(X) 
and v(X) w.r.t. the instantiation ordering for all X. 
ground FIGURE 2. Instantiation ordering. 
I 
any 
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3.2.2. Mode-abstracted Atom. Let A be an atom and CL be a mode substitution of 
the form 
(X, =m,,X, *m2 ,..., X, +m,). - - - 
Then Ap is called a mode-abstracted atom and denotes the set of all the atoms 
obtained by replacing each Xi in A with a term in m,. (Hereafter, we consider only 
the restriction of p to the variables in A when A’,& is considered.) A mode-ab- 
stracted atom A v is called an instance of a mode-abstracted atom Ap when there 
exists a mode substitution A such that Av is A( p v A). A mode-abstracted atom 
Bv is called a variant of a mode-abstracted atom Ap when B is a variant of A and 
v is obtained from p by renaming the variables in the domain of p accordingly. 
3.2.3. Unification of Mode-abstracted Atoms. We need to formalize the operation 
for the domain of modes corresponding to the bottom-up evaluation of AT. 
In the evaluation of the clauses obtained by the naive transformation, when we 
are given a clause “B :- B,, B,, . . . , Bk” and a set of atoms “A, u,, A, a,, . . . , A, CT~” 
in I such that 13 is an m.g.u. of “A,c+,, A,u,, . . . , A,u,” and “B,, B,, . . . , B,,” 
atom “B8” is generated. In the abstract evaluation of the clauses obtained by the 
naive transformation, when we are given a clause “B :- B,, B,, . . . , Bk” and a set of 
mode-abstracted atoms “Al pI, A, pz, . . . , A, pk,” we need to compute a mode 
substitution A such that, if “Alai, A,a,, . . . , Akcrkk)’ are in “A, p,, A, p,, . . . , 
A, pk,” respectively, and 8 is an m.g.u. of “AIul, A*(+*,. . . , ki,a,” and 
<‘BI, B2,..., Bk,” then B8 is in Bh. 
Similarly, in the evaluation of the clauses obtained by the refined transforma- 
tion, when we are given a clause “B, cont([n, i + 11, In,i+ i) :- cont([n, i], ln,i), Bi” 
and atoms “cont([n, i], ln,i)~” and “Aiui” in A such that 8 is an m.g.u. of “Aiui” 
and “Bi7,” atoms “BT~?” and “cont([n, i + 11, ln,i+ 1)~O” are generated. (Since l,,i is 
a list of variables, any atom in A unifiable with cont([n, i], l,,i) is an instance of 
cont([n, i], ln,i), say by 7.) In the abstract evaluation of the clauses obtained by the 
refined transformation, when we are given a clause “B, cont([n, i + 11, I,,i+l>:- 
cont([n, i], ln,i), Bi” and mode-abstracted atoms “co&n, il, 1, i)V” and “Ai pi,” we 
need to compute a mode substitution A such that, if “cont([n,‘il, ~,JT” and “Aiui” 
are in “cont([n, i], ln,i)~” and “Ai pi,” respectively, and 0 is an m.g.u. of “Aiui” 
and Bp,” then “BT8, cont([n, i + 11, ln,i+ i)rO” are in “BA, cont([n, i + ll,ln,i+ i)A,” 
respectively. 
In the following, we prepared several notions to define such an operation for the 
domain of modes. The readers not interested in the details specific to the mode 
inference may skip or skim 3.2.3 and 3.2.5 in this subsection. 
Two mode-abstracted atoms Ap and Bv are said to be unifiable when there 
exists Au in AT and BT in Bv such that Au and Br are unifiable in the usual 
sense. The set of all unifications of such Au and Br is called the unification of 
Ap and Bv. Let A be an atom, X,,X, ,..., X, all the variables in A, p a mode 
substitution 
(Xi =t1,X* =t, )...) x, et, )... >, - - - 
B an atom, Yi, Y,, . . . , Y, all the variables in B, and v a mode substitution 
(Y, =si,y* =sz,. ..,Y, es/ ).., >. - - - 
Then, how can we estimate the unification of Ap and Bv? And, if there exists an 
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atom Bp in the unification of Ap and Bv, what modes of terms are expected to be 
assigned to Y,,Y,,..., q by substitution p? (Because how the mode restriction on 
one atom before unification affects the mode restriction on the other atom after 
the unification is the matter of interest in the following discussion, only Yi, Y,, . . . , Yr 
are considered here.) 
When two mode-abstracted atoms A/A and Bu are unifiable, two atoms A and 
B must be unifiable in the usual sense. Let q be an m.g.u. of A and B of the form 
(X1*tl,X*+t2 )...) Xk.+tk,Y,eS,,Y2*S2 )...) Y,c=s,). 
The mode information of p is propagated to the variables in B through 7. (Do not 
confuse the modes ti,sj in P,V with the terms ti, sj in n.) Let’s divide the mode 
propagation through 77 into two phases, inwards mode propagation and outwards 
mode propagation. 
When a term t containing an occurrence of term s is instantiated to a term in 
m, a mode containing all instances of the occurrence of term s is called an inwards 
Eiode propagation of m from t to s, denoted by s/( t *m>. (Exactly speaking, some 
s should be used instead of the term s itself.) notation denoting theoccurrence of 
It is computed as below: 
s/(t =m> =m. - 
Example 3.1. Let t be [XILI and m 
X/<[ XIL] Gground) = groltnd, 
L/([ XIL] eground) = ground. 
be wound. Then 
When each variable Z in term s is instantiated to a term in A(Z), a mode 
containing all instances of s is called an outwards mode propagation of h to s and 
denoted by s/h. It is computed as below: 
h(s) 
s/A = ground 
any, - 
Example 3.2. Let 
s/h = ground. 
A(X) =0forsome Xin s; 
when s is a variable; 
when A(X) =ground for every variable X in s; and 
otherwise. 
s be [XIL] and h be (X-ground, L eground). Then 
Let A, X,, X,, . . . , X,, p, B, Y,, Y2,. . . , q and v be as before. Then, we can 
overestimate the unification of Ap and Bv as follows: 
(1) 
(2) 
First, we can check the unifiability of Ap and Bu by simple tests. If A and 
B are not unifiable, then Ap and Bv are not unifiable. If p assigns 0 to 
some variable in A, or v assigns 0 to some variable in B, then A~.L and Bv 
are not unifiable. Otherwise, let n be an m.g.u. of A and B of the form 
(X,*t,,X,et, )...) Xk~tk,Y~~SI,Yz=sz )...) Y,=s*). 
Next, for each occurrence of variable Z in t,, t,, . . . , t,, we can compute a 
mode containing all instances of the occurrence by using the inwards mode 
propagation. By taking their least upper bound w.r.t. the instantiation 
ordering for all the occurrences of Z in t, we can compute a mode 
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(3) 
(4) 
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containing all instances of 2. Hence, we can compute the mode substitution 
A for all the variables in t i, 2,. . . , t, by collecting these mode assignments t 
for the variables. 
Then, we can overestimate the mode nj assigned to sj by using the outwards 
mode propagation of A; hence, we caiiobtain a mode substitution Y’ of the 
form 
(F =n;,Y, en; ,..., Y, +nj> - - - 
by collecting the modes for all the variables Y,, Y2,. . . , Y, in B. 
Last, the unification of Ap and Bv is overestimated by B(v V v’). 
The mode substitution v v v ’ is called the propagated mode substitution from p to v 
through 77, and denoted by “p 4 v” or “v 2 Jo.” 
3.2.4. Transformation of Program and Query. The subprocedure “transforml” re- 
ceives a program P and a mode-abstracted query QA and returns a pair of a 
program and a mode-abstracted atom (F, QA) in the same way as in Section 2.2. 
3.2.5. Evaluation in the Domain of Modes. In the bottom-up evaluation of AT in 
Section 2.2, if a new sol-atom so/A is generated at some repetition, then there 
always exists a call-atom call-A in A generated at some previous repetition such 
that A’ is an instance of A and call-A is the initial source of the generation of 
so/A’. As for the bottom-up evaluation in the domain of modes, a mode-ab- 
stracted atom generated is defined in the same way as AT except that, when a new 
mode-abstracted sol-atom sol_A’p is generated, it is re-formed to the mode-ab- 
stracted-sol-atom solAh to conform to the call-atom call_Av already in A. 
Let C be a clause in F, and A, A,,, be sets of mode-abstracted atoms. Then, a 
mode substitution p is said to be generated from (A, A,,,) using the body of e 
when either of the following conditions are satisfied. 
(1) The body of c’ is “callA,” and 
l there exists a mode-abstracted atom call_A’p’ in A,,, such that callA’ 
is unifiable with call-A, say with m.g.u. 8, and 
0 I_L is CL’ 3 ( ). 
(2) The body of c is “cont([n, i], IJ, sol-A,,” and 
l there exists a mode-abstracted atom cont([n,i],I,,i)v in A, 
l there exists a mode-abstracted atom solA: p’ in A such that sol-AI is 
unifiable with sol-A,, say with m.g.u. 8, 
l piis vv(p’%( )),and 
l at least one of cont([n, il, l,,i)v and sol-A: p is in Anew. 
Let c be a clause in F, A,A,,, be sets of mode-abstracted-atoms, p be a mode 
substitution generated from (A, A,,,,,) using the body of C. Then, a mode-ab- 
stracted atom BA is said to be generatedfrom (A, A,,,) using 6 when one of the 
following conditions is satisfied. (For the motivation of the third condition, recall 
how sol-reuerse(L, M)( L, M =ground) was generated in the example of the previ- 
ous subsection.) 
(1) B is a call-atom in the head of k;, and A is the restriction of p to the 
variables in B. 
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(2) B is a cant-atom in the head of C, and A is the restriction of /J to the 
variables in B. 
(3) B’ is a sol-atom in the head of C’, and there exists a mode-abstracted 
call-atom Bv in A such that B’ and B are unifiable, say with m.g.u. 7, and 
his vzp. 
The subprocedure “eualuatel” receives P and OA and returns a set of mode-ab- 
stracted atoms in the same way as Section 2.2. 
The framework for mode inference explained so far is an instance of a more 
general framework for abstract interpretation as below: 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
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First, an abstract domain consisting of sets of terms is defined with some 
instantiation ordering between the sets in such a way that, if m is more 
instantiated than IZ (i.e., if m is greater than n w.r.t. the inzantiation 
ordering), then m % smaller than IZ (i.e., m is a subset of n). An abstract 
substitution assigning some element-of the abstract domain to each variable 
is defined as well. 
Next, an abstract atom is defined as a pair of atom and abstract substitu- 
tions. 
Then, abstract unification of two abstract atoms, say Au and Bv, is defined 
using propagation p 3 v in such a way that B( p 3 v) is a superset of the 
unification of Au and Bv, where 0 is a usual m.g.u. of A and B. 
A given program and an abstracted query are transformed to a new program 
and an abstract call-atom as a program and a query were transformed by 
“transfomzl.” 
The transformed program and abstract call-atom are evaluated in a bottom- 
up manner using the propagation as the transformed program and call-atom 
were evaluated by “eualuatel.” 
It is possible to further generalize the notion of abstract substitution to that of 
abstract constraint on the terms assigned to variables. (Such a generalization makes 
it possible to handle the case when the set of all variables var is included as a 
mode. See Section 6 of [9].) 
- 
3.3. Correctness of the Mode Inference Based on AT 
The mode inference is safe, i.e., it does not miss any atoms at calling time and 
exiting time during the top-down execution. More precisely, the correctness is 
stated as below. The proof of the theorem crucially depends on the fact mentioned 
before that B( I_L 3 v) is a superset of the unification of Au and Bv. 
Theorem 3.1. (Correctness of th_e mode inference). Let P be a program, Qh be a 
mode-abstracted query, and (P, Qh) be the result of “transfotml(P, Q).” 
(1) Xf an atom A o appears at the leftmost position of a goal during OLD resolution 
of a query in QA using P, then “evaluatel(P, Qh)” generates call-Au such 
that Au is in Au (Correctness for Calling Patterns). 
(2) If an atom is solved with solution Ar during OLD resolution of a query in QA 
using P, then “evaluatel(P, oh)" generates sol_Av such that -Ar is in Av 
(Correctness of Exiting Patterns). 
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PROOF. See Appendix. 
Note that, because the set of modes is finite, only a finite number of mode- 
abstacted atoms exist, hence, the repetition at Step 1 in “eualuatel” always 
terminates. 
4. DISCUSSION 
4.1. Classification of Prolog Abstract Interpreters 
In the abstract interpretation of Prolog programs, what we would like to analyze 
are the run-time properties of a given query when it is executed using the usual 
top-down Prolog interpreter. However, if we try to execute the query in the 
abstract domain using the usual top-down interpreter, we will immediately en- 
counter the problem that the interpreter is more likely to enter a nonterminating 
computation loop even if the program is not left-recursive. Hence, it is more 
appropriate to start with an interpreter that has some correspondence to the usual 
top-down interpreter and that is less likely to enter a nonterminating computation 
loop when executed in the abstract domain. In particular, to avoid a nonterminat- 
ing computation loop, some operation that is bottom-up in nature is inevitable. 
According to how the bottom-up operation is integrated, the frameworks of 
abstract interpretation can be classified into the following three classes. 
The first one is the pure bottom-up abstract intevretation approach, in which the 
bottom-up interpreter, i.e., hyper-resolution, is directly applied to a given program 
in the abstract domain (without any preprocessing of the program). Though the 
bottom-up interpreter is simple, it does not take the given top-level goal into 
consideration so that it is likely to waste time working on goals irrelevant to the 
top-level goal and ignore the precise run-time behavior of the top-down inter- 
preter. This approach was applied to type inference by Kanamori and Horiuchi [81 
and generalized by Marriott and Sondergaard [12]. 
The second one is the two-phase hybrid abstract interpretation approach, in which 
simultaneous recurrence equations for the sets of goals at calling time and exiting 
time during the top-down execution of a given top-level goal are derived, and a 
superset of the least solution of the simultaneous recurrence equations is obtained 
using a bottom-up approximation. The reason for separation into two phases, 
simulating the top-down execution and solving by the bottom-up approximation, is 
twofold. One is that, by simulating the top-down execution, we can focus our 
attention on just the goals relevant to the top-level goal and capture the precise 
run-time behavior of the top-down interpreter. The other is that, by solving by the 
bottom-up approximation, we can obtain solutions without entering a nonterminat- 
ing computation loop. This approach was proposed by Mellish [15] in order to give 
a theoretical foundation to his practical techniques for analyzing determinacy, 
modes and shared structures [14]. The correspondence between Mellish’s approach 
and our AT-based approach is discussed in Section 4.2.’ 
The third one is the one-phase hybrid abstract interpretation approach, in which a 
‘After submitting this paper, we knew that similar results were independently reported by Chris 
Mellish [16], by Saumya Debray and Raghu Ramakrishnan [6], by Michael Codish, Dennis Dams, and 
Eyal Yardeni [3], and by Ulf Nilsson [17]. At the time of revising the paper, we also knew that the 
similarity between database bottom-up query algorithms and certain algorithms for program analysis 
was also mentioned by Kim Marriott and Harald Sondergaard [13]. 
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given query is executed in the abstract domain using some top-down interpreter 
with memo-ization. The top-down interpreter with memo-ization proceeds in the 
same way as the usual top-down interpreter except that the solutions already 
obtained are memo-ed and utilized to solve the same goal without repeating the 
same execution. (The utilization of solutions corresponds to bottom-up interpreta- 
tion.) Hence, it is less likely to enter a nonterminating computation loop (than the 
usual top-down interpretation) and wastes less time working on goals irrelevant to 
the top-level goal (than the usual bottom-up interpretation) so that the correspond- 
ing abstract interpreter achieves the same effects as Mellish’s approach without the 
separation into two phases. This approach was investigated by Kanamori and 
Kawamura, [9, lo], Bruynooghe [2], Debray 151 and Mannila and Ukkonen [ll]. The 
correspondence between this approach and our AT-based approach is discussed in 
Section 4.3. 
4.2. Correspondence to Abstract Interpretation by Mellish 
Mellish’s paper [15] first explains a framework that derives simultaneous recur- 
rence equations for input (the set of atoms at calling time) and output (the set of 
atoms at exiting time) and obtains some supersets of their least solutions using the 
bottom-up approximation and then later refines the framework by partially evaluat- 
ing the simultaneous recurrence equations to make them more convenient for 
computing the supersets of input and output. 
His partially evaluated method is closely related to the naive version of our 
approach. First of all, deriving the partially evaluated simultaneous recurrence 
equations corresponds to our “trunsfomt0.” Second, obtaining the supersets of their 
least solutions in some abstract domain by bottom-up approximation corresponds 
to our “evaluate0” applied to the abstract domain. Note that, due to the use of 
cent-atoms, our refined version with “trunsfomzl” and “evuluufel” in Section 2.2 is 
more efficient than the naive version with “trunsfom0” and “evuluute0.” 
4.3. Correspondence to OLDT-Based Abstract Interpretation 
OLDT resolution is one of the top-down interpreters with memo-ization [21]. 
Given a top-level query “?-B,” OLDT resolution initializes the computation by 
generating a tree consisting of a single root node labeled with B, called initial 
OLDT tree. In general, each node of an OLDT tree is labeled with a sequence of 
atoms, and the atoms are processed from left to right to generate the labels of 
child nodes. Once the leftmost atom of a node is solved (and an instance of the 
atom sequence except the leftmost atom appears at the leftmost position of a 
descendant node), the solution is memo-ed in a table to keep the solutions of the 
leftmost atom. At each step, OLDT resolution extends the OLDT tree 
either in the same way as the usual top-down interpreter (OLD resolution) 
when the leftmost atom of the label has not appeared before at the leftmost 
position of other goals, 
or by utilizing the already obtained solutions in the table to solve the 
leftmost atom when the leftmost atom is of the same form as an atom 
appeared before at the leftmost position of other goals. 
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Theorem 4.1. (Correctness of OLDT resolution). Let P be a program and Q a query. 
(1) An atom Au appears at the leftmost position of a goal during OLDT resolution 
of Q using P, if and only if A u appears at the leftmost position of a goal during 
OLD resolution of Q and P. 
(2) An atom is solved with solution AT during OLDT resolution of Q using P, if 
and only if an atom is solved with solution AT during OLD resolution of Q 
using P. 
PROOF. Though our OLDT resolution is slightly modified from the original version 
[21], the proof goes in the same way using the induction employed by Tamaki and 
Sat0 [211. 
Note that OLDT resolution corresponds to OLD resolution more exactly than 
AT. This is due to the additional cost payed for managing the table to keep the 
solutions obtained by solving an atom of the same form. (Recall the example in 
Section 2.3. Though Seki’s original AT [20] does not generate an atom when it is an 
instance of an already generated atom in the bottom-up interpretation phase, it 
does not have the exact correspondence to OLD resolution, either. Seki’s original 
proof [20] has shown the correspondence between his AT and slightly modified 
SLD-AL resolution [22]. See Seki [20] for the details.) 
The OLDT-based abstract interpretation (e.g., mode inference) executes a given 
query in the abstract domain (e.g., the domain of modes) using OLDT resolution 
[9,10]. The correspondence between AT and OLD resolution in Section 2.3, with 
the correspondence above, immediately implies the following correspondence 
between AT-based abstract interpretation and OLDT-based abstract interpreta- 
tion. 
Theorem 4.2. &T-based and OLDT-based mode inference). Let P be a program, Qh 
be a mode-abstracted quey, and (P, Qh) be the result of “transfonnl(P, Qh).” 
(1) If a mode-abstracted atom call-Au appears at the leftmost position of a goal 
during OLDT-based mode inference of QA using P, then evaluatel(P,Qh) 
generates call-Au. If a mode-abstracted atom callAp is generated in evalu- 
atel(P, Qh), then OLDT-based mode inference in Qh using P generates a goal 
with leftmost mode-abstracted atom Au such that Au is a subset of Au’. 
(2) If a mode-abstracted atom is solved with solution Au during OLDT-based 
mode inference of Qh using P, then evaluatel(P, QA) generates sol_Av. If a 
mode-abstracted atom sol-Au is generated in evaluatel(P, Qh), then OLDT- 
based mode inference of Qh using P solves a mode-abstracted atom with 
solution Av’ such that Av is a subset of Av’. 
PROOF. Immediate from the theorem above. 
As the example of Section 2.3 shows, AT might generate call-/sol-atoms that do 
not correspond to OLD resolution. Hence, AT-based mode inference might be less 
efficient, because it might generate more mode-abstracted call-/sol-atoms that do 
not correspond to OLD resolution. However, it does not mean that AT-based 
mode inference is less precise or less powerful than the top-down approach, 
because such additional mode-abstracted call-/sol-atoms are subsumed (hence 
covered as sets) by the mode-abstracted call-/sol-atoms that properly correspond 
to OLD resolution and that are properly generated by AT-based mode inference. 
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(As far as we have checked, such additional mode-abstracted call-/sol-atoms are 
rarely generated by AT-based mode inference for practical examples. Clarifying the 
trade-off between the additional cost of OLDT-based approach and the ineffi- 
ciency of AT-based approach requires further experimental investigation.) 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We have presented a framework for logic program analysis based on Alexander 
Templates with its applications to mode inference and shown the relation to 
Mellish’s abstract interpretation. 
This research was done as a part of the Fifth Generation Computer Systems project of Japan. We would 
like to thank Dr. K. Fuchi (director of ICOT) for the opportunity of doing this research, and Dr. K. 
Furukawa (deputy director of ICOT) and Dr. R. Hasegawa (chief of ICOT 5th Laboratory) for their 
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APPENDIX 
PROOF OF THE CORRECTNESS OF THE MODE INFERENCE 
A.l. DEFINITIONS FOR OLD RESOLUTION 
Let us first formalize the top-down interpretation. In the following, a goal is a 
(possibly empty) sequence of atoms. Goals are denoted by G, H, and the empty 
goal is denoted by 0. 
Definition A.l.1. OLD tree. An OLD tree is a tree such that each node is labeled 
with a goal, and each edge is labeled with a substitution. An OLD tree of atom A 
is an OLD tree whose root node is labeled with a goal consisting of only one 
atom A. When a node in an OLD tree is labeled with “AI, A,,. . ., A,,,” the 
atom A, is called the head atom of the node. 
Definition A.l.2. OLD resolution. A terminal node of OLD tree T labeled with 
“A, A,, . . . , A,,” is said to be OLD resolvable using program P when there is 
some definite clause “B :- B,, B,, . . . , B,” Cm 2 0) in P such that A and B are 
unifiable, say by an m.g.u. 19. The (possibly empty) goal “(B1, B,, . . . , B,, 
A 2,. . . , A,)fI” is called the OLD resolvent, and the substitution 13 is called the 
substitution of the OLD resolution. 
Definition A.l.3. Initial OLD tree. The initial OLD tree of atom A is the OLD tree 
T,, consisting of only the root node labeled with A. 
Definition A.1.4. Extension of OLD tree. An immediate xtension of OLD tree T 
using program P is the result of the following operations, when a node u of 
OLD tree T is OLD resolvable using P. 
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l Let Cl,&..., C,(k 2 1) be all the clauses with which the node u is OLD 
resolvable, and G,, G,, . . . , G, be the respective OLD resolvents. Than add k 
child nodes labeled with G,,G,, . . . , G, to u. The edge from u to the node 
labeled with Gi is labeled with &, where ei is the substitution of the OLD 
resolution with Ci. 
An OLD tree T,,, is an extension of OLD tree T using program P if Text is 
obtained from T through successive application of immediate extensions using 
P. 
Definition A.1.5. OLD subrefutation and OLD partial subrefutation. An OLD sub- 
refutation of an atom and an OLD subrefutation of a goal are paths in an OLD 
tree (not necessarily starting from the root node) which are simultaneously 
defined inductively as follows: 
(1) A path with length more than 0 starting from a node is an OLD subrefutation 
of an atom Aa with solution A-r when 
l the initial node is labeled with a goal of the form “A(+, Gu,” the initial 
edge with a substitution 13, and the last node with a goal of the form “Gr;” 
l the node next to the initial node is labeled with a goal of the form 
“(A,, A,, . . . , A,)fI,G&I,” and the path except the initial node and the 
initial edge is a subrefutation of “(AI, A,, . . . , A,)8” with solution 
“(Ai, A,, . . . , A,)$’ (n 2 0); and 
l 7 is aq. 
(2) A path with length 0, i.e., a path consisting of only one node, is an OLDT 
subrefutation of “ [7 ” with solution “ q .” 
(3) A path with a length more than 0 is an OLD subrefitation of a goal 
YAr,A~,..., A,)c+” with solution “(AI, A,, . . . , A,h”(n > 0) when 
l the initial node is labeled with a goal of the form “(AI, A,, . . . , A,)cr, Ha,” 
and the last node with a goal of the form “HT;” 
l the path is the concatenation of a subrefutation of A,a with solution 
AIaql, a subrefutation of A, (+q with solution A, CJ~~~~, . . . a subrefu- 
tation of A.u~~~~ *-* 77” _ 1 with solution A, crq1v2 --- v”_ 17)n, and 
. r is c3772 *** ?&z-l%. 
In particular, a subrefutation of A is called a unit subrefutation ofA. 
A path in an OLD tree starting from a node with head atom A is called a 
partial subrefutation of A when it does not contain any subrefutation of A as its 
prehx. 
A.2. DEFINITIONS FOR ALEXANDER TEMPLATES 
As for the notions of Alexander Templates, some of the following definitions 
overlap with the contents of Section 2. We have repeated them to make clear the 
correspondence between the notions of OLD resolution and those of AT. Here- 
after, P and d denote the result of “translateO(P, Q>.” 
Definition A.2.1. Atom set. A set of atoms is called an atom set when it consists of 
call-atoms or sol-atoms. 
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Definition A.2.2. Generated atom. Let c’ be a clause in p and F be a set of atoms. 
Then, atom Be is said to be generated from r using e when 
l B is the head atom of c and 
l there exists_a sequence of atoms in F unifiable with the sequence of the body 
atoms of C, and 8 is an m.g.u. 
Definition A.2.3. Initial atom set. The initial atom set of “call_B” is the set of atoms 
{call-B). 
Definition A.2.4. Extension of atom set. An immediate extension of atom set F in P 
is 
r’ u r,, 
where r’ is the set of all the atoms generated from F using some clause in FL 
and r, is an initial atom set. An atom set r,,, is an extension of atom set F in P 
if r,,, is obtained from r through successive application of immediate exten- 
sions. 
The notions for the mode inference based on AT are defined similarly. 
A.3. PROOF OF THE CORRECTNESS 
The following Lemma A.3.1 reduces the correctness.of the mode inference based 
on the refined Alexander Templates to that based on the naive Alexander Tem- 
plates, which is in turn guaranteed by the following Lemma A.3.2. Let P be a 
program, Q be a query, and (P, Q) be the result of “transfomtO(P, Q).” 
Lemma A.3.1. Let r, and A, be the set of all the mode-abstracted call- and sol-atoms 
generated by the naive Alexander Templates and the refined Alexander Templates, 
respectively. Then, r, and A, are identical. 
PROOF. Obvious by induction on the number of steps required to generate the 
atoms. 
The theorem in Section 3.3 is restated as follows. 
Theorem A.3.1. (Correctness of the mode inference). Let BA be a mode-abstracted 
atom, T,, be the initial OLD tree of an atom in Bh, and A, be the initial 
mode-abstracted atom set of call_Bh. 
(1) 
(2) 
Zf some extension of T, contains a node with head atom Au, then some 
extension of A,, contains a mode-abstracted atom call-Au such that AC is in 
Au (Correctness for Calling Patterns). 
Zf some extension of T,, contains a subrefutation with solution Ar, then some 
extension of A,, contains sol-A u such that Ar is in A v (Correctness for Exiting 
Patterns). 
The theorem is an immediate consequence of the following lemma. 
Lemma A.3.2. Let T be an extension of an initial OLD tree and r be an extension of 
an initial mode-abstracted atom set. 
(1) If T contains a partial OLD subrefutation of Au whose last node has leftmost 
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atom Br, and T contains call_Au such that Aa is in Au, then some 
extension of r contains call_Bv such that Br is in Bv. 
(2) Zf T contains an OLD subrefutation of Aa with solution Ar, and T contains 
call-Au such that A o is in Au, then some extension of T contains sol-A v 
such that Ar is in A v. 
PROOF. The proof is by simultaneous induction on the length of (partial) subrefu- 
tations. 
Proof of Part (I): Let r be a partial subrefutation starting from node u and ending 
with node u. 
Base Case: If the length of r is 1, then “Br” is identical to “Ao,” hence, from the 
assumption, “call_Au” is in I. 
Induction Step: If the length of r is greater than 1, there exists a clause, say of the 
form 
“AO:-AI, A*,..., A,” 
with which u is resolvable. Let u,, be the immediate child node of u labeled with 
resolvent 
(A1,Az,...,A,)e0,.... 
Let the path from uO to u be divided into 
rl : subrefutation of “A, 8,” with solution “A1 13~ fI1 ,” 
r2 : subrefutation of “A, t3,6$” with solution “A, 8,8,8, ,” 
ri _ 1 : subrefutaton of “Ai _ , e. 8, 8, .-- ei_2” with solution “Ai_,e,e,e, --- ei_l,” 
ri : partial subrefutation of “Ai 8, 8, e2 -*- 19~~” with length shorter than r. 
Because the clause 
call-A, :- call-A 0 
is in F, the immediate extension of I includes call-A, uI containing call_A,B, 
due to the property of the mode propagation. From the induction hypothesis for 
Part (21, some extension of I includes sol-A, pz containing sol_A,8,8,. Simi- 
larly, some extension of I includes 
call-A, uz” containing “call-A, e,e, ,” 
“sol-A, u3” containing “sol_A,8,0, e2 ,” 
“call-A_, pi_,” containing “call-A_ 1 e,e, e2 ..- e,_ 2 ,” 
“sol-Ai_, ~~“containing ~~sOui_,e,e,e, ..f ei_l,” 
“call-Ai ui” containing “call-A, e. 8, e2 ... e,_ , .” 
Then, from the induction hypothesis for Part (0, some extension of I includes 
“call_Bv” containing “call_Br.” 
Proof of Part (2): Let r be a subrefutation starting from node u and ending with 
node v. 
Base Case: If the length of r is 1, there exists a unit clause, say of the form 
“4” 
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with which u is resolvable. Because a clause 
sol-A, :- tall-4, 
is in P, the immediate extension of p includes “soZ_A~Y” containing “soZ_Ar” 
due to the property of the mode propagation. 
Induction Step: If the length of r is greater than 1, there exists a clause, say of the 
form 
A,:-A,,Az ,..., A,,,” 
with which u is resolvable. Let u,, be the immediate child node of u labeled with 
resolvent 
(4,&,...,4)&,, . . . . 
Let the path from uO to u be divided into 
r, : subrefutation of “A, O,,” with solution “Al 8,8, ,” 
r2 : subrefutation of “AZ 0,8, ” with solution “A, e,, 8,8, ,” 
r, : subrefutation of “A, 8,8, e2 e.. em_l” with solution “A,eOe,e, ..+ em.” 
Because the clause 
call-A 1 :- calLA O 
is in p, the immediate extension of r includes “call_A, Y,,” containing “call_A, e,.” 
From the induction hypothesis for Part (21, some extension of r includes 
“sol_AI v,” containing “sol_AI 8, el” due to the property of the mode propagation. 
Similarly, some extension of p includes 
“call-A, v, ” containing “call-4 2 0, 8, ,” 
“sol-A, vz" containing “sol-AZ e,e, 8, ,” 
‘Lcall_Am vm _ ,” containing “call-A, eoe, 8, .a. em_ 1 ,” 
“sol-Am vm " containing “SOLA, e,e, e2 ... em .” 
Then, because the clause 
sol-4 0 :- call._A,,sol_A ,,..., soldl, 
is in p, some extension of r includes “solA v” containing “sol_A8, O1 f12 ... em,” 
i.e., “sol_A~” due to the property of the mode propagation. 
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